Abstract. We study a particular kind of fiber type contractions between complex, projective, smooth varieties f : X → Y , called Fano conic bundles. This means that X is a Fano variety, and every fiber of f is isomorphic to a plane conic. Denoting by ρX the Picard number of X, we investigate such contractions when ρX − ρY > 1, called nonelementary. We prove that ρX − ρY ≤ 8, and we deduce new geometric information about our varieties, depending on ρX −ρY . Using our result, many examples of elementary Fano conic bundles are given. Moreover, when X is locally factorial with canonical singularities and with at most finitely many non-terminal points, we consider fiber type KX -negative contractions f : X → Y with one-dimensional fibers, and we show that ρX − ρY ≤ 9.
Introduction
Let X be a complex, projective, smooth and Fano variety of dimension n. In this paper we study a particular kind of fiber type contraction f : X → Y , called Fano conic bundle. This means that f is a morphism between smooth projective varieties where every fiber is isomorphic to a conic in the projective plane. The main references for the background material on conic bundles are given in Section 2.
Let us denote by N 1 (X) the R-vector space of one cycles with real coefficients, modulo numerical equivalence, whose dimension is the Picard number ρ X . Let us consider the convex cone NE (X) in N 1 (X), spanned by the classes of effective curves. Being X a Fano manifold, by the Cone Theorem it follows that NE (X) is closed, polyhedral, and it is spanned by finitely many classes of rational curves.
Let us denote by NE (f ) the relative cone of f , that is the convex subcone of NE (X) containing all classes of curves that are contracted by the conic bundle. In our case, one has that dim NE(f ) = ρ X − ρ Y .
The aim of this paper is the study of Fano conic bundles where the dimension of the relative cone is greater than one, that are called non-elementary.
Our purpose is to deduce geometric information on our varieties and properties of the conic bundle, depending on the dimension of the relative cone.
In [21, §4] Wiśniewski studied the following problem: given a Fano conic bundle f : X → Y , is Y Fano or not? Our main Theorem allows us to give an answer, in some cases.
A first formulation of our main result is the following: As a consequence of Theorem 1.1 we will deduce the following result which shows that the target of a Fano conic bundle is often Fano. Note that the bound ρ X − ρ Y ≤ 8 of Theorem 1.1 is sharp, because we get the equality when f : X → P 1 is a conic bundle on a del Pezzo surface X with ρ X = 9. Moreover, in Subsection 5.1 we give an example of a Fano conic bundle f : X → Y where X is not a product and ρ X − ρ Y = 3, so that also the bound ρ X − ρ Y ≥ 4 is sharp.
The author knows no example with ρ X − ρ Y = 2 and Y not Fano. On the other hand, there exist Fano conic bundles f : X → Y , where Y is not Fano and ρ X − ρ Y = 1. Indeed, in Subsection 5.2 we first review Wiśniewski's example of a Fano conic bundle f : X → Y in which Y is not a Fano variety (see [21, Example §4] ), then using Corollary 1.2 we deduce that f is elementary.
Finally we point out that, using Wiśniewski's construction for every odd integer m ≥ 3, one gets always elementary Fano conic bundles onto varieties Y that are P 2 -bundle on P m , and −K Y is nef and big.
Besides the smooth case, we will also analyse the case in which X has some mild singularities, where we prove the following: Theorem 1.3. Let X be a locally factorial, projective, Fano variety with canonical singularities and with at most finitely many non-terminal points. Let f : X → Y be a fiber type contraction with one-dimensional fibers. Then ρ X − ρ Y ≤ 9.
Let us describe in more detail the content of this paper. In Section 2 we set up notation and terminology, and we present some preliminaries on conic bundles and their most important geometric properties.
We conclude this section by recalling some basic facts and results related to the Minimal Model Program (MMP) for divisors in Fano manifold, and we summarize without proofs the relevant material that will be needed. 1 A smooth P 1 -fibration is a smooth morphism with fibers isomorphic to P 1 .
In Section 3, we discuss some results that will be essential to investigate conic bundles in the next sections. In particular, in Propositions 3.5 and 3.6 we show that there exists a particular factorization of our Fano conic bundle f : X → Y into elementary contractions. More precisely, if r := ρ X − ρ Y , using this factorization we find r − 1 smooth prime divisors of Y , pairwise disjoint, that according to these two Propositions we denote by A i , for i = 1, . . . , r − 1. We prove that the fibers of f over A i are reducible and that for every i = 1, . . . , r − 1, f * (A i ) = E i +Ê i , where E i ,Ê i are prime divisors of X, which play an essential role throughout the paper.
Another main geometric ingredient is represented by an invariant of X, the Lefschetz defect δ X , whose definition is the following:
This invariant was introduced in [7] in the smooth case, where the author proved that δ X ≤ 8. We refer the reader to [7] and [17] for the properties of δ X . In this paper, using the numerical classes of the divisor E i ,Ê i , we are able to find some lower-bounds for δ X (in terms of ρ X − ρ Y ), that we need to show Theorem 1.1. We conclude this section with the proof of Theorem 1.3. Section 4 contains the central part of the paper: our main result is stated and proved (see Theorem 4.2), and some corollaries are discussed. Moreover, we show Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2.
Let us summarize the strategy used to prove Theorem 1.1. To show (1) we first prove that δ X ≥ 4. Then, by [7, Theorem 1.1] we know that X is a product of a surface with another variety, and looking at the fibers of the Fano conic bundle it is easy to deduce the rest of the statement.
The proof of (2) is more complex and will be divided into some steps. We first analyse the simpler case in which X is a product of a surface with another variety, and we get the claim with a similar method adopted in (1). Then we treat the case in which X is not such a product, and we use some results related to the MMP for divisors in Fano variety. In particular, we apply MMP to one divisor among E i ,Ê i , for some i = 1, 2. In this way, we get a prime divisor of X that dominates the target Y of our conic bundle. This divisor is a P 1 -bundle and we will see that the images of its fibers through the conic bundle give a family of rational curves which span an extremal ray of Y , whose contraction is the smooth P 1 -fibration ξ : Y → Y required by the statement. Finally, we prove that the conic bundle has only reduced fibers, and we see that this condition implies that Y and Y are both Fano.
The proof of (3) adopts the same technique of (2): the idea is still to apply the MMP to a prime divisor of X to get another prime divisor of X which dominates Y , and in the same way as before we are able to find a smooth P 1 -fibration.
We conclude with Section 5, where applying our main Theorem we obtain some examples and related results as we have already annunced.
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Notation and Preliminaries
We work over the field of complex numbers. Let X be a normal projective and Q-factorial variety with arbitrary dimension n.
X is called a Fano variety if −K X admits a nonzero multiple which is Cartier and ample.
We denote by X reg the smooth locus of X.
For the definitions and properties of canonical and terminal singularities, we refer the reader to [13] .
X is locally factorial if all its local rings are UFD; by [11, II, Proposition 6.11], this implies that every Weil divisor of X is Cartier. N 1 (X) (respectively, N 1 (X)) is the R-vector space of one-cycles (respectively, Cartier divisors) with real coefficients, modulo numerical equivalence.
dim N 1 (X) = dim N 1 (X) =: ρ X is the Picard number of X. Let C be a one-cycle of X. We denote by [C] the numerical equivalence class in N 1 (X), by R[C] the one-dimensional vector space that [C] spans in N 1 (X), and by R ≥0 [C] the corresponding ray.
Let D be a Q-Cartier divisor in X. We denote by [D] its numerical equivalence class in N 1 (X).
The symbol ≡ stands for numerical equivalence (for both one-cycles and
is the convex cone generated by classes of effective curves, and NE(X) is its closure.
An extremal ray R of X is a one-dimensional face of NE(X). locus(R) ⊆ X is the union of all curves whose class is in R. If R is an extremal ray of X and D is a Q-Cartier divisor in X, we say that
A contraction of X is a surjective morphism ϕ : X → Y with connected fibers, where Y is normal and projective.
The push-forward of one-cycles defined by ϕ is a surjective linear map
We denote by Exc(ϕ) the exceptional locus of ϕ, i.e. the locus where ϕ is not an isomorphism.
We say that ϕ is of fiber type if dim X > dim Y , otherwise ϕ is birational. When ϕ is elementary and birational, we say that ϕ is divisorial if Exc(ϕ) is a prime divisor of X and small if its codimension is greater than 1.
A contraction of X is called K X -negative (or simply K-negative) if the canonical divisor K X of X is Q-Cartier and −K X · C > 0 for every curve C contracted by ϕ. The relative cone NE(ϕ) is the face of NE(X) generated by classes of curves contracted by ϕ, hence NE(ϕ) = NE(X) ∩ Ker(ϕ * ).
If Z ⊆ X is a closed subset and i : Z → X is the inclusion, we set
is the linear subspace of N 1 (X) spanned by classes of curves contained in Z. Working with N 1 (Z, X) instead N 1 (Z) means that we consider curves in Z modulo numerical equivalence in X, instead of numerical equivalence in Z. Notice that dim N 1 (Z, X) ≤ ρ Z .
A smooth P 1 -fibration is a smooth morphism whose fibers are isomorphic to P 1 .
A P 1 -bundle is the projectivization of a rank 2 vector bundle.
2.1. Preliminaries on conic bundles. Let X and Y be smooth, projective varieties.
A conic bundle f : X → Y is a fiber type contraction whose fibers are isomorphic to plane conics; i.e. every fiber is isomorphic as a scheme to a zero set of a non-trivial section of O P 2 (2).
A Fano conic bundle f : X → Y is a conic bundle where X is a Fano variety.
We refer the reader to [21, §4] and to [3] for equivalent definitions of conic bundles and their properties; [19, §7.1] summarizes the relevant material on such contractions, giving in particular a survey on Mori and Mukai's results for Fano 3-folds. We set:
We recall from [20, §1.7] that f is a reduced divisor of Y that we call the discriminant divisor of f , and by [20, Proposition 1.8, (5.c)] we have:
Sing ( f ) = {y ∈ Y | f −1 (y) is non-reduced}. In [3, §1.5] it is explained how, working with a conic bundle and by considering the components of the fibers in the appropriate Hilbert scheme of lines, it is possible to get a double cover over the discriminant divisor,étale over its regular points.
We conclude this subsection with some fundamental results on conic bundles. In particular thanks to the following theorem, we observe that Fano conic bundles can be easily characterized among contractions of smooth Fano varieties. In general, every fiber type contraction f : X → Y from a Fano variety and with one-dimensional fibers gives a positive answer to Ejiri's question, because by Theorem 2.1 it follows that f is a Fano conic bundle.
2.2.
Preliminaries on Special MMP's for divisors in Fano manifolds. We refer the reader to [12, 13] for background on the Minimal Model Program (MMP) on Mori dream spaces, and to [8, 5] for the specific properties that we will use on Fano varieties.
By [4, 12] , we know that it is possible run a MMP for any divisor on a Fano manifold.
An important remark is that when X is Fano, there is always a suitable choice of a MMP where all involved extremal rays have positive intersection with the anticanonical divisor (see for instance [7, Proposition 2.4] ). In this last case, according to [7] , we call the MMP a Special MMP.
We give now a technical lemma that will be needed in Section 4. It is obtained adapting similar techniques of [8, Lemma 2.1] to our specific situation. We first recall the following: Proposition 2.5 ( [7] , Proposition 2.5). Let X be a Fano manifold and D ⊂ X a prime divisor. Suppose that codim N 1 (D, X) = s > 0.
Then there exist s − 1 pairwise disjoint smooth prime divisors G i ⊂ X,
Lemma 2.6. In the situation of Proposition 2.5, we have that
Proof. We need to recall how the divisors G i are constructed in the proof of Proposition 2.5. Consider a special MMP for −D:
where for every i = 0, . . . , k − 1, σ i is either divisorial contraction, or the flip, of an extremal ray
where D i ⊂ X i is the transform of D, and set D 0 := D. Moreover, there is an extremal ray R k in X k , whose contraction is of fiber type, such that
We recall some properties that are shown in [7, Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 2.7] and that we need in our proof.
We have: X is an isomorphism over
is the blow-up of a smooth subvariety of codimension 2, contained in the smooth locus of X i+1 . Moreover Exc (σ i ) ∩ B i = ∅, hence Exc (σ i ) does not intersect the loci of the birational maps σ l for l < i.
Since G j · g j = −1 and G i · g j = 0 for i = j, it is easy to see that the classes [g 1 ], . . . , [g s−1 ] are linearly independent. We have to prove that
and consider the map X X i s−1 . For every j < i s−1 , g s−1 is contained in the open subset where σ j is an isomorphism (see (2)), so the transform of Γ in
(for simplicity, we still denote by g s−1 its transform along the MMP).
By
. By the construction of the MMP we have
, and λ s−1 = 0. We can proceed in this way, repeating the same method for every j < i k where k ≤ s − 2, until k = 1. In this way, we deduce that all coefficients λ k in Γ are equal to zero, hence our statement.
Finally, for the reader's convenience, we conclude this subsection by recalling two last results that will be needed in the proof of our main Theorem.
Remark 2.7 ( [7] , Remark 3.1.3, (3)). Let X be a projective manifold, G ⊂ X a smooth prime divisor which is a P 1 -bundle with fiber g ⊂ G, and E ⊂ X a prime divisor with E · g > 0. Then for every irreducible curve C ⊂ G we have C ≡ λg + µC , where C is an irreducible curve contained in G ∩ E, λ, µ ∈ R, and µ ≥ 0. Proposition 2.8 ( [7] , Lemma 3.2.25). Let G be a smooth projective variety and π : G → W a P 1 -bundle with fiber g ⊂ G. Moreover, let f : G → Y be a morphism onto a smooth projective variety Y , such that dim f (g) = 1.
Suppose that there exists a prime divisor
Then there exists a commutative diagram:
where Y is smooth and ξ is a smooth P 1 -fibration.
Fiber type K-negative contraction with one-dimensional fibers
The first results of this section can be viewed as a generalization to higher dimension of what S. Mori and S. Mukai studied for conic bundles on Fano 3-folds in [15] . In particular we refer to the following:
, Proposition 4.9). Let f : X → S be a Fano conic bundle over a projective surface S, and C an irreducible curve on S such that f −1 (C) is reducible. Then we have:
: E i → C is a P 1 -bundle for i = 1, 2; (3) there are a conic bundle g i : X i → S and a morphism f i : X → X i which is the contraction of all fibers of f | E i such that g i •f i = f for both i = 1, 2;
We are going to analyse in detail the situation in higher dimension.
We first study what happens when the variety has some mild singularities. Then we see how, taking X smooth, we get conic bundles whose many geometric properties will be studied in deep in the next section.
To prove our first proposition in the singular case, we need the following:
. Let X be a projective, locally factorial variety with canonical singularities and with at most finitely many nonterminal points. Let ϕ : X → Y be an elementary birational K-negative contraction whose fibers are at most one-dimensional. Then:
(1) every non-trivial fiber of ϕ is irreducible, has no multiple one dimensional components and its reduced structure is isomorphic to P 1 . Moreover the general non-trivial fiber is smooth, i.e. it is isomorphic to P 1 as scheme; (2) the contraction ϕ is divisorial, and denoting by E = Exc (ϕ), one has dim ϕ(E) = n − 2. Moreover K X = ϕ * (K Y ) + E; (3) Y has canonical singularities and at most finitely many non terminal points; (4) let C be an irreducible curve of X such that [C] ∈ NE (ϕ). We have that
Remark 3.3. The crucial statement in the theorem above is that ϕ is divisorial. In [17, Example 1.11], the author shows that the assumption on the non-terminal locus cannot be weakened. Indeed, for every n ≥ 3, there is an n-dimensional Fano variety X with canonical singularities and with an elementary small contraction whose exceptional locus is one-dimensional.
Lemma 3.4. In the context of Theorem 3.2, Y is a locally factorial variety.
Proof. This is a standard property, we give the proof for the reader's convenience. Let D ⊂ Y be a prime Weil divisor, andD ⊂ X its transform, that is a Cartier divisor because X is locally factorial. Now we are ready to give our first result, that will be essential to investigate conic bundles.
Proposition 3.5. Let X be a locally factorial, projective variety with canonical singularities and with at most finitely many non-terminal points.
Let f : X → Y be a fiber type K-negative contraction such that every fiber has dimension one. Set dim NE (f ) = ρ X − ρ Y = r. Then: (1) f has the following factorization:
where f i is an elementary K-negative divisorial contraction, X i is locally factorial, with canonical singularities and at most finitely many nonterminal points for every i = 1, . . . , r − 1, and g is an elementary fiber type K-negative contraction with one-dimensional fibers. (2) There are A 1 , . . . , A r−1 prime divisors of Y and r − 1 pairs of prime
Moreover, every fiber of g over A 1 ∪ · · · ∪ A r−1 is irreducible and generically reduced, and the general fiber of f is numerically equivalent to e i +ê i where e i ,ê i are irreducible components of fibers of f such that
Our geometric situation is represented in Figure 1 . The pairs of divisors E i ,Ê i will be crucial for our purposes.
Proof. We prove (1) and (2) by induction on ρ X − ρ Y = r. The case r = 1 is trivial.
Assume that r > 1, and that the statement holds when the dimension of the relative cone is less than r. Figure 1 . Factorization of f and divisors of Propositions 3.5.
Let R be an extremal ray of NE (f ) and let f 1 : X → X 1 be its contraction.
We observe that f 1 is birational. Indeed, suppose by contradiction that f 1 is a fiber type contraction. In this case, we have that g 1 is a finite morphism: indeed, if there exists an irreducible curve C ⊂ X 1 such that g 1 (C) = p, then f −1 (p) has dimension greater that one, against our assumption. Hence NE (f ) = NE (f 1 ) and f is an elementary contraction, while we are assuming that r > 1.
Thus f 1 is birational, and it has one-dimensional fibers, so that it is divisorial by Theorem 3.2 (2), and g 1 is a fiber type contraction with onedimensional fibers.
By Theorem 3.2 (3), one has that X 1 has canonical singularities with at most finitely many non-terminal points, and by Lemma 3.4 we know that X 1 is locally factorial.
By Theorem 3.2 (2), we also deduce that A r−1 := f 1 (Exc (f 1 )) is irreducible of codimension 2.
We observe that g 1 is a finite morphism on A r−1 : if there is a curve C ⊂ A r−1 contracted by g 1 to a point p ∈ Y , f −1 (p) would have dimension greater than one, against our hypothesis. Hence A r−1 := g 1 (A r−1 ) is an irreducible divisor of Y .
We show that that g 1 is K-negative. Let C ⊂ X 1 be an irreducible curve such that g 1 (C) = {pt}. Then C ⊂ A r−1 and considerC the transform of C in X, so that (f 1 ) * (C) = C.
By Theorem 3.2 (2),
Hence, applying the induction to g 1 , we get (1). Moreover, still by induction, we get r − 2 prime divisors A i of Y as in Proposition 3.5, pairwise disjoint, such that g * 1 (A i ) = F i +F i , where F i ,F i are prime divisors of X 1 , for every i = 1, . . . , r − 2.
The fibers of f have at most two components: indeed, denoting by e the general fiber, one has −K X · e = 2 and since each irreducible component of every fiber of f has anticanonical degree at least 1, there are no more than two components for every fiber.
Using these information we deduce that the fibers of
Since all fibers of g 1 over A 1 ∪ · · · ∪ A r−2 are reducible, we deduce that A r−1 ∩ A i = ∅ for every i = 1, . . . , r − 2. Our situation is like in Figure 2 . Figure 2 . Divisors in the proof of Proposition 3.5.
In particular
Moreover, by what we have already shown, for every q ∈ A r−1 , f −1 (q) will have two irreducible components: one contracted by f 1 and another one that is the transform of g −1 1 (q) in X. Then f * (A r−1 ) = E r−1 +Ê r−1 where E r−1 is the exceptional locus of f 1 , andÊ r−1 is the transform in X of the irreducible divisor g −1 1 (A r−1 ) of X 1 . Hence every fiber of f over A r−1 will be numerically equivalent to e r−1 +ê r−1 where e r−1 andê r−1 are irreducible components of the fibers such that e r−1 ⊂ E r−1 andê r−1 ⊂Ê r−1 .
Finally by Theorem 3.2 (4), we haveÊ r−1 ·ê r−1 = −1. This easily yields the intersections required by the statement. Now we show (3). By our assumption, r > 1. Being NE (f ) generated by the components of the fibers of f , it is spanned by every [e i ], [ê i ], for i = 1, . . . , r−1. Indeed, for every fiber F of f over a point p / ∈ A 1 ∪· · ·∪A r−1 , we have three possibilities: F is integral and F ≡ e i +ê i ; F = F 1 + F 2 with
i of N 1 (X) cuts NE (f ) in two halfcones:
and f i is the blow-up of the manifold X i along a smooth subvariety of codimension 2 that is isomorphic to A i , for every i = 1, . . . , r − 1.
is not a smooth conic} be the discriminant divisor of f . One has f = A 1 · · · A r−1 g , and each A i is a smooth connected component of f , for every i = 1, . . . , r − 1. Moreover, f has reduced fibers over
Proof. We first show (1) . By [21, Theorem 1.2] it follows that f is a conic bundle, g is an elementary conic bundle, and every f i is the blow-up of the manifold X i along a smooth subvariety of codimension 2.
As in the proof of Proposition 3.5, let denote by A i the centers of the blow-ups f i .
In the proof of Proposition 3.5 we have already shown that g is finite on A i , and that the fibers of g over A i are irreducible and intersect A i in only one point, for every i = 1, . . . , r − 1.
We show that g | A i : A i → A i is an isomorphism. For this purpose, we prove that the intersection between a fiber of g | A i and A i is transversal.
Let p ∈ A i and let f i : X i−1 → X i be the blow-up of A i in the factorization of f . Let Γ be the transform in X i−1 of the fiber g −1 (p). It easy to check that there exist two fiber type K-negative contractions g i−1 :
Denoting by F the exceptional divisor of f i in X i−1 , we get:
Hence A i is a section of g, and A i ∼ = A i for every i = 1, . . . , r − 1. Now we prove (2). The inclusion A 1 · · · A r−1 g ⊆ f is a simple consequence of some facts that we proved in Proposition 3.5. In particular all fibers over each A i are reducible and every singular fiber of g does not meet the indeterminacy locus of f r−1 • f r−2 • · · · • f 1 , hence it is isomorphic to a singular fiber of f .
On the other hand, if we take y ∈ f such that y ∈ A 1 · · · A r−1 one has that f −1 (y) is isomorphic to a singular fiber of g, hence y ∈ g and the equality holds.
Moreover, being all fibers over A i reducible, by [20, Proposition 1.8], we can deduce that every A i is a smooth component of f .
Remark 3.7. In the setting of Proposition 3.6, we observe that the factorization of f , and thus the elementary fiber type contraction g of the factorization, are not unique. Indeed, as we can deduce by the proof of Proposition 3.5, the factorization of f depends by the choice of r − 1 extremal rays of NE (f ), one among R ≥0 [e i ] and R ≥0 [ê i ], for every i = 1, . . . , r − 1.
On the other hand, taking one factorization of f and denoting by g the elementary conic bundle in this factorization, we know by (2) of the above proposition that f = A 1 · · · A r−1 g , where A i 's are components of f such that f * (A i ) is reducible. It follows that A i 's are uniquely determined by f and the same holds for g .
Finally, notice that the condition f = A 1 · · · A r−1 is equivalent to the smoothness of g, so that it does not depend on the chosen factorization of f , but only on f .
By Proposition 3.6 (2), f has reduced fibers over A 1 ∪ · · · ∪ A r−1 , hence by Remark 3.7 and Corollary 2.3 one gets the following: Now, using the r − 1 pairs of divisors E i ,Ê i as in Proposition 3.5, it is possible to find a bound for the dimension of the relative cone NE (f ). In particular, we are going to prove Theorem 1.3. To this end, we need the two following lemmas. 
Proof. Suppose thatâ
The intersections with e i , for every i = 2, . . . , r − 1, give us a i = 0, then
Intersecting with e 1 one hasâ 1 = a 1 so that a 1 (Ê 1 + E 1 ) ≡ 0. SinceÊ 1 + E 1 is an effective divisor, it cannot be numerically equivalent to zero, hence a 1 = 0.
The next lemma allows us to find a lower-bound for the Lefschetz defect δ X of X, where we recall that:
Lemma 3.10. Let f : X → Y be as in Proposition 3.5, and set r := ρ X −ρ Y . If r ≥ 3, then δ X ≥ r − 1.
Proof. Let E i ,Ê i ⊂ X be the r − 1 pairs of prime divisors as in Proposition 3.5. They are such that E r−1 ∩ (E 1 ∪ · · · ∪ E r−2 ∪Ê 1 ) = ∅, hence we find that N 1 (E r−1 , X) ⊆ E ⊥ 1 ∩ · · · ∩ E ⊥ r−2 ∩Ê ⊥ 1 . Lemma 3.9 yields that codim N 1 (E r−1 , X) ≥ r − 1, thus δ X ≥ r − 1.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Set r := ρ X − ρ Y . Suppose that r ≥ 3, otherwise there is nothing to prove. Using Lemma 3.10, we deduce that δ X ≥ r − 1. By [17, Theorem 0.2], r − 1 ≤ 8, hence r ≤ 9.
Main Theorem on non elementary Fano conic bundles
This section contains the central part of the paper. Indeed, we are going to investigate the case in which X is smooth and Fano, and f : X → Y is a conic bundle. We recall that, being X a Fano variety, f is a Fano conic bundle. Our goal is the study of non-elementary Fano conic bundles.
Given a non-elementary conic bundle f : X → Y we can take one factorization as in Propositions 3.5 and 3.6. When the elementary conic bundle of the factorization of f is singular, we can improve Lemma 3.10 in the following way:
Lemma 4.1. Let f : X → Y be a Fano conic bundle. Let consider a factorization of f as in Proposition 3.5 (1), and denote by g the elementary conic bundle of this factorization. Set r := ρ X − ρ Y . If g is singular and r ≥ 2, then δ X ≥ r.
Proof. By our assumption, g = ∅. Let us consider its inverse image˜ g in X. Take an irreducible component of this divisor that we still call˜ g . Note
Using Lemma 3.9 we get the statement. Lemma 3.10 and Lemma 4.1 give both a lower-bound of δ X , depending on ρ X − ρ Y . We will often use these results to analyse different cases in the proof of the our main result, that is the following: Assume that r = 4. We have three pairs of prime divisors E i ,Ê i ⊂ X, for i = 1, 2, 3, as in Proposition 3.5. Suppose that there exist two pairs such that the numerical classes of the four divisors of the pairs are linearly independent in N 1 (X). For simplicity, we can assume that they are
and it follows that δ X ≥ 4. Let assume now that for every two pairs E i ,Ê i , the numerical classes of the four divisors are linearly dependent in N 1 (X). This means, for instance, that E 1 ≡âÊ 1 + bE 2 +bE 2 for someâ, b,b ∈ R. The intersection with the fibers e 1 and e 2 gives E 1 +Ê 1 ≡ b(E 2 +Ê 2 ).
In the same way, from the linear dependence of the numerical classes
Let A 1 , A 2 , A 3 be as in Proposition 3.5, so that f * (
By Proposition 3.5 (2), we know that the divisors A i are pairwise disjoint, so these three divisors are nef, numerically proportional and cut a facet of NE (Y ), whose contraction Φ : Y → P 1 sends A 1 , A 2 , A 3 to points (see [5, Lemma 2.6] ).
Hence we get a contraction
. By Lemma 3.9, we find again that δ X ≥ 4.
Since δ X ≥ 4, by [7, Theorem 1.1] we know that X ∼ = S × T , where S is a del Pezzo surface and T is an (n − 2)-dimensional Fano manifold.
We have that Y ∼ = S 1 × T 1 , where S 1 , T 1 are smooth projective varieties, and the Fano conic bundle f takes the following form: f = (h 1 , h 2 ) where
We get a partition of Y in two subsets:
By the upper-semicontinuity of fiber dimension there are two possibilities:
Let assume that (a) holds. Then h 1 is a conic bundle on S, dim S 1 = 1, S 1 ∼ = P 1 , and h 2 is the identity on T . Hence Y ∼ = P 1 × T and the statement follows.
Let now suppose that (b) holds. We have that h 1 is the identity on S, h 2 is a Fano conic bundle on T , and
By induction on the dimension, we deduce that T ∼ = S 2 ×T 2 , where S 2 is a del Pezzo surface, T 2 is an (n − 4)-dimensional Fano manifold, T 1 ∼ = P 1 × T 2 , and h 2 : T → T 1 is induced by a conic bundle S 2 → P 1 .
We can conclude that
, and f is induced by the conic bundle S 2 → P 1 , hence we get the statement.
Proof of (2) . The proof will be achieved in some steps.
Step 1 : The statement holds when X ∼ = S × T , where S is a del Pezzo surface and T is a Fano manifold.
Proof of Step 1. Keeping the notation used in the proof of (1), we get the same two cases that we call again (a) and (b).
If (a) holds, we deduce as before that Y ∼ = P 1 × T , and that f is induced by a conic bundle S → P 1 . In particular, we get (2).
If (b) holds, we have Y ∼ = S × T 1 , and f = (id S , h 2 ), where h 2 : T → T 1 is a Fano conic bundle with ρ T − ρ T 1 = ρ X − ρ Y = 3. We can proceed by induction on the dimension. We apply Proposition 3.6 (1) to h 2 , and we denote by g the elementary conic bundle in the factorization of h 2 . By induction, we find that g is smooth, and being g = (id S , g ), g is also smooth. Moreover, still by induction, there exists a smooth P 1 -fibration ξ : T 1 → Y 1 , where Y 1 is smooth and Fano, so that ξ := (id S , ξ ) : Y → S × Y 1 is a smooth P 1 -fibration onto a variety that is smooth and Fano, and this shows (2) .
From now on, we suppose that X S × T . In particular, by [7, Theorem 1.1] we know that δ X ≤ 3, and by Lemma 3.10 one has that δ X ≥ 2. Thus there are only two possibilities: δ X = 2 or δ X = 3.
Recall also that ρ X − ρ Y = 3, hence by Proposition 3.5 we have two pairs E 1 ,Ê 1 and E 2 ,Ê 2 such that (E i +Ê i ) = f * (A i ), for i = 1, 2, and
Step 2 : Up to replacing E 1 withÊ 1 , E 2 orÊ 2 , there exists a smooth, prime divisor G 1 ⊂ X that is a P 1 -bundle with fiber g 1 ⊂ G 1 such that
Proof of Step 2. Suppose that there exists
, by Lemma 3.9 it follows that N 1 (E 1 , X) = E ⊥ 2 ∩Ê ⊥ 2 . Applying Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 2.6 to the divisor E 1 , we get one smooth and prime divisor G 1 ⊂ X that is a P 1 -bundle with fiber g 1 , such that
. We observe that the intersections E 2 · g 1 andÊ 2 · g 1 cannot be negative. Indeed, if E 2 · g 1 < 0, then E 2 = G 1 and we get a contradiction because
We can assume for simplicity that
We show that G 1 · e > 0, where e is the general fiber of f : X → Y . Recall that e ≡ e 2 +ê 2 . By contradiction, if G 1 · e = 0, one has G 1 · e 2 = G 1 ·ê 2 = 0 (with the same method applied before, we deduce that the intersections G 1 · e 2 and G 1 ·ê 2 cannot be negative). Then there exists an irreducible curveē 2 ⊂ G 1 such thatē 2 ≡ e 2 , and applying Remark 2.7 to the divisors G 1 and E 1 , we haveē 2 ≡ λg 1 + µC where λ, µ ∈ R, µ ≥ 0 and C is an irreducible curve contained in G 1 ∩ E 1 .
The intersection with E 2 gives us −1 = λE 2 · g 1 , so that λ < 0. If we intersect withÊ 2 we get 1 = λÊ 2 · g 1 , so thatÊ 2 · g 1 < 0 that is a contradiction because as observed before G 1 =Ê 2 . Hence, G 1 dominates Y .
Suppose now that codim N 1 (E i , X) = codim N 1 (Ê i , X) = 3, for i = 1, 2. We choose one among these divisors E i ,Ê i , for simplicity E 1 , and we apply to it Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 2.6. In this way, we obtain two disjoint prime divisors of X, G 1 and G 2 , such that every G i is a P 1 -bundle with fiber g i ⊂ G i , and
We observe that E ⊥ 2 =Ê ⊥ 2 , because the divisors E 2 andÊ 2 are not numerically proportional. Being H a hyperplane, it will be different by at least one among E ⊥ 2 andÊ ⊥ 2 . Assume that H = E ⊥ 2 , the argument in the other case will be the same. If
Step 3 : There exists a smooth P 1 -fibration ξ : Y → Y where Y is smooth and projective.
Proof of Step 3. Let G 1 ⊂ X be as in Step 2, and consider the restriction f | G 1 : G 1 → Y . We want to use Proposition 2.8 to deduce the statement.
To this end, we observe that f | G 1 is a morphism such that dim f (g 1 ) = 1, and moreover if we take the divisor A 2 , being
Hence, using Proposition 2.8 we obtain the smooth morphism ξ : Y → Y . More precisely, by the proof of the same Proposition (see [7, Lemma 3.2 .25]), we deduce that NE (ξ) = R ≥0 [g 1 ], where
The situation is represented in Figure 3 . Figure 3 . If ρ X −ρ Y = 3, there exists a P 1 -bundle G 1 which dominates Y , and g 1 := f (g 1 ) spans the extremal ray whose contraction is ξ.
We are left to show that g is smooth, where we recall that g is the elementary conic bundle in a factorization of f as in Propositions 3.5 and 3.6. Notice that this implies that both Y and Y are Fano, by Corollary 3.8.
Thus it is enough to show that g is smooth to get (2).
Step 4 : Let assume by contradiction that g is singular. Then the numerical
] are linearly dependent in N 1 (X) and there is a fibration Φ : Y → P 1 which sends the divisors A 1 , A 2 , g to points.
Proof of Step 4. Let us denote by˜ g the inverse image in X of g . It is disjoint from E i ,Ê i , for i = 1, 2, thus
Since δ X ≤ 3, we deduce that the numerical classes [
Now, by the numerical dependence, we get E 1 +Ê 1 ≡ a(E 2 +Ê 2 ), a ∈ R and again A 1 ≡ aA 2 . As we explained in the Proof of (1), the nef divisors A 1 , A 2 will give the required contraction Φ : Y → P 1 which sends them to points (observe that the only difference here is that we have only two pairs of prime divisors E i ,Ê i ).
Step 5 :
Proof of Step 5. We have two maps from Y , i.e. Φ : Y → P 1 and ξ : Y → Y , where Φ is finite on the fibers of ξ.
We first prove that the general fiber A 0 of Φ is a Fano variety.
Consider the fiber type K-negative contraction Ψ :
, whose general fiber is f −1 (A 0 ) and is smooth and Fano. One has that
g , but A 0 is disjoint by A 1 , A 2 and g because by Step 4 they are all fibers of Φ. Then, by Corollary 2.3 it follows that A 0 is Fano. Now, using that NE (Φ) is generated by finitely many classes of rational curves (see [5, Lemma 2.6] ) and that the general fiber of Φ is a Fano manifold, the same proof of [6, Lemma 4.9] yields that Y ∼ = P 1 × Y and
Step 6 : We reach a contradiction.
Proof of Step 6. We have already shown that g = {points} × Y , thus g is smooth, hence Sing ( f ) = ∅ and by Corollary 2.3 one has that Y is Fano.
Being Y ∼ = P 1 × Y , Y is Fano too, so that each connected component of g is simply connected. But by a standard construction, the conic bundle g defines a double cover of every irreducible component of g , obtained by considering the components of the fibers in the appropriate Hilbert scheme of lines (see [3, §1.5] and [20, §1.17] ). Since g is an elementary contraction, this double cover is non-trivial; on the other hand it is alsoétale, because every fiber of g is reduced and we have a contradiction. This concludes the proof of (2).
Proof of (3). We know that ρ X − ρ Y = 2, so there exists one pair of prime divisors E 1 ,Ê 1 as in Proposition 3.6 such that (E 1 +Ê 1 ) = f * (A 1 ). Moreover, by our assumption, g = ∅.
Let˜ g be the inverse image in X of g . We work with an irreducible component of this divisor that we still call˜ g .
The proof adopts the same techniques used in the previous point. If X ∼ = S × T where dim S = 2, it is easy to check the statement by induction as in Step 1. Assume that X S × T , so that by [7, Theorem 1.1] we know that δ X ≤ 3. On the other hand, using Lemma 4.1, we find that δ X ≥ 2.
If codim N 1 (˜ g , X) = 2 one has N 1 (˜ g , X) = E ⊥ 1 ∩Ê ⊥ 1 and applying Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 2.6 to˜ g , we find a smooth prime divisor G 1 of X which is a P 1 -bundle with fiber g 1 such that
Using the same method as in Step 2 (replacing E 1 with˜ g ) , we deduce that G 1 dominates Y , and f * (A 1 ) · g 1 > 0.
Otherwise, if codim N 1 (˜ g , X) = 3, again by Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 2.6 applied to the divisor˜ g , we get two disjoint prime divisors of X, G 1 and G 2 . Every G i is a P 1 -bundle with fiber g i ⊂ G i , and
∈ N 1 (˜ g , X), G i =˜ g , and we find the hyperplane
Proceeding again as in Step 2, we prove that the P 1 -bundle G i (i = 1 or i = 2) dominates Y . For simplicity, assume that it is G 1 .
In any case, we can proceed as done in Step 3 to find the smooth P 1 -fibration ξ (we replace A 2 with A 1 and A 1 with g ).
The situation is similar to that represented in Figure 3 . Here the difference is that we have only one pair of prime divisors as in Proposition 3.5, and the other pair is replaced with the divisor˜ g . This concludes the proof of (3) and hence the proof of the Theorem.
We now give some corollaries of Theorem 4.2. The first one is Corollary 1.2, that can be viewed as a criterion so that, given a Fano conic bundle f : X → Y , Y is also Fano.
Moreover, in the next section, we will apply it to show that some examples of Fano conic bundles are elementary. Thus, assume that ρ X −ρ Y = 2. Take a factorization of f as in Proposition 3.5 and denote by g the elementary conic bundle in this factorization.
By Corollary 2.3 we know that g is singular, hence by Proposition 3.6 we get two disjoint divisors in Y , A 1 and g . We prove that dim
Since Y is not Fano, there exists an extremal ray R of Y such that −K Y · R ≤ 0, and by Proposition 2.2 it follows that locus(R) ⊂ Sing ( f ). Assume by contradiction that dim N 1 ( g , Y ) = 1. Then all curves in g are numerically proportional, thus they are all contained in locus(R) and we reach a contradiction because by [21, Lemma 4.1] we know that Sing ( f ) is properly contained in g . Thus dim N 1 ( g , X) ≥ 2 and since
Looking at the fibers of the conic bundle, we can rephrase our result in terms of the discriminant divisor f . If ρ X − ρ Y ≥ 3, f has only reduced fibers. If ρ X − ρ Y = 2 and f has non-reduced fibers, then Y has a smooth P 1 -fibration.
Proof. For the first statement, by Proposition 3.6 (2), we recall that the fibers of f over the divisors A i are singular but reduced, hence f −1 (y) is non-reduced if and only if g −1 (y) is.
If ρ X − ρ Y ≥ 3, by Theorem 4.2 (2), g is a smooth contraction so there are not non-reduced fibers. Now, ρ X − ρ Y = 2 and f with non-reduced fibers means that g = ∅, hence the statement follows by Theorem 4.2 (3).
We conclude this subsection proving Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Statement (1) is the same of Theorem 4.2.
To prove (2) it is enough to observe that if ρ X −ρ Y = 3, then by Corollary 4.3 it follows that f has only reduced fibers. The rest of statement was already shown in Theorem 4.2.
Finally, if ρ X − ρ Y = 2 and Y is not Fano, by Corollary 2.3 one has that f has non-reduced fibers. As we observed before, this means that g has nonreduced fibers, so that g is singular and we are in situation (3) of Theorem 4.2.
Related results and Examples
As usual, given a Fano conic bundle f : X −→ Y , set r := ρ X − ρ Y . In this section, keeping all the notation introduced until now, we give two examples: the first one that shows how in case r = 3 there exist Fano conic bundles from varieties that are not products and the second one in which we will apply our results, getting elementary Fano conic bundles.
To conclude, we will focus on the case r = 2.
5.1. Example of Fano conic bundle with r = 3 where X is not a product. Let X be the Fano threefold N.18 in [19, §12.8] . This X is obtained from the blow-up of three smooth rational curves in
Now, using the following result, we deduce that there exists a Fano conic bundle from X. Theorem 5.1 (Mori-Mukai, [16] , §9). Let X be a Fano 3-fold. If ρ X ≥ 5 then X has a conic bundle structure f : X → S where S is a del Pezzo surface such that S P 1 × P 1 .
Moreover, we get other information about the target S of our conic bundle, thanks to the following:
, Proposition 9.10). Let f : X → S be a Fano conic bundle where S P 2 , S P 1 × P 1 and S F 1 . Then f is trivial, i.e. X ∼ = S × P 1 and f is the projection onto the first factor.
In our case, X is not a product, so by Theorem 5.2 we must have that S is one of the three varieties. But by Theorem 5.1, S P 1 × P 1 , so we have only two cases: S ∼ = P 2 or S ∼ = F 1 . The first isomorphism is impossible because we would have a Fano conic bundle with r = 4 from X that is not a product, against Theorem 4.2. Then S ∼ = F 1 and r = ρ X − ρ F 1 = 3.
Notice that the target F 1 has a smooth P 1 -fibration ξ : Let a and b ∈ Z + , set m = 2a + 2b − 1, let E be the vector bundle associated to the locally free sheaf O P m ⊕ O P m (2a) ⊕ O P m (2b), and let Y = P P m (E) (notice that in his example, Wiśniewski takes a=b=1, so that Y has dimension 5).
One has ρ Y = 2, in particular N 1 (Y ) is generated by the class of a divisor D associated with the line bundle O Y (1) and by the class of the inverse image H of a hyperplane in P m .
We get −K Y = 3D, so −K Y is not ample, because D is a nef and big divisor, not ample (see for instance [14 Wiśniewski proved that there exists a smooth divisor X in the linear system | 2G − 2(a + b)π * H | on Z such that X → Y is a Fano conic bundle. Now, by Corollary 2.3 it follows that there are two possibilities: r = 2 or r = 1. Using the same corollary we can deduce that r = 1 in two different ways: we can observe that ρ Y = 2 or that Y does not have a smooth P 1 -fibration. Indeed, it has only two contractions: one of fiber type that is the P 2 -bundle Y → P m and the other one birational that is the anti-canonical contraction.
Moreover we point out that using this construction for every odd integer m ≥ 3, one gets always elementary Fano conic bundles onto varieties Y that are P 2 -bundle on P m and with −K Y nef and big.
5.3.
Complements on case r = 2. If f : X → Y is a Fano conic bundle where r := ρ X − ρ Y = 2, then by Proposition 3.6 we get two possible factorizations for f . Take one among these, and let g be the elementary conic bundle of this factorization.
The author knows no example of such Fano conic bundle f : X → Y with g singular. Assume that we are in such a case and that δ X ≥ 4. By [7, Theorem 1.1] we know that X ∼ = S ×T where dim S = 2 and by induction on the dimension (as done in Step 1 in the proof of Theorem 4.2), we find that X is a product between a finite number of del Pezzo surfaces and another Fano variety T such that δ T ≤ 3. In particular, f is induced by a conic bundle f : T → T such that ρ T − ρ T = 2, and if we consider a factorization of f as in Proposition 3.6, the elementary conic bundle in this factorization is singular. Therefore, to study the case in which r = 2 and g is singular, it makes sense to focus on the case in which δ X ≤ 3.
In this context, by the existence of the two disjoint divisors A 1 and g in Y that are horizontal for the smooth P 1 -fibration ξ : Y → Y of Theorem 4.2 (3), we get the following result which gives other information about the geometric properties of the same divisors. that is smooth and g that contains Sing ( f ).
Proof. Using [7, Theorem 1.1] and Lemma 4.1 we find that either δ X = 3 or δ X = 2. We prove (1) by contradiction: if g is a section of ξ, one has that g ∼ = Y , hence g is smooth and simply connected, which is impossible. Indeed, as we have already observed in Step 6 in the proof of Theorem 4.2, g would define a double non-trivialétale cover over every irreducible component of g .
We show (2) . Assume by contradiction that g ≡ aA 1 , with a ∈ R. Being g ∩ A 1 = ∅, g and A 1 are nef divisors of Y and as we explained in the proof of Theorem 4.2 (1), they give a contraction Φ : Y → P 1 that sends them to points. We can proceed exactly as done in Step 5 and in
Step 6 in the proof of Theorem 4.2. Here the only difference is that we are working with only one pair of divisors as in Proposition 3.5, but we get a contradiction in the same way: g would be smooth and simply connected. By proof of Theorem 4.2, we get A 1 · g 1 = (E 1 +Ê 1 ) · g 1 > 0, where g 1 = f (g 1 ) spans the extremal ray whose contraction is the smooth P 1 -fibration ξ required by the same theorem. Hence [18, Lemma 3.2] 
The same holds taking the divisor , thus
At this point we know that both N 1 ( , Y ) and N 1 (A 1 , Y ) have codimension 1 in N 1 (Y ), so that N 1 ( , Y ) = N 1 (A 1 , Y ) = D ⊥ . But ∩ A 1 = ∅, thus and A 1 are nef divisors, and using that N 1 ( , Y ) = N 1 (A 1 , Y ) it is easy to check that for every irreducible curve C ⊂ , one has · C = 0 and the same holds for A 1 . Therefore, and A 1 give the same contraction Φ : Y → P 1 that sends them to points and we reach a contradiction as in (2) .
To show (4) assume by contradiction that g is not connected, and let 1 , 2 be two among its connected components. Then i are divisors of Y for i = 1, 2, 1 ∩ ( 2 ∪ A 1 ) = ∅, and this contradicts (3) .
Finally, the rest of the statement follows by Proposition 3.6 (2).
